June 26, 2013 Meeting

Darren presented an interesting use case based on a class which used de-identified health information.

Discussed practical outcomes from the group and decided on the following possibilities in roughly the order presented.

**Functional Definitions**
- PII - Personally identifying information
- what is "personal information"

**Agreement on principles**
- notice, choice, etc.

**Identifying then prioritizing gaps and other issues**
- Analysis of legal requirements and gaps
- compare HR 601 to our definitions for PII and personal info

**Guidance**
- model privacy statements for web sites collecting PII or personal information
- layered mobile privacy statements
- data destruction
- Best Practices
  - Recommendations on which if any best practices should be codified in some way

**Survey collection and use of personal information.**
- Work with Security Liaisons on this.

**Global Issues**
- India - Privacy Policy requirements
- France - EU citizen data transfers

**Insuring that intermediaries understand the privacy and security requirements of transient data they’re handling**
- security labeling based on risk classification